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Who is Arturo Valenzuela? Wrong man for the job...
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“Valenzuela’s flaws are
so patently obvious that
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his nomination. Obama
should withdraw
Valenzuela’s nomination,
replacing him with
someone who can
competently represent us.”
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What you really need to know about Valenzuela
Continued from first page…

former Hillary Clinton supporter Arturo Valenzuela on its foreign policy team. Not only is Valenzuela's dandyish
personal style both boorish and pedantic; he has been proven dead wrong on several issues critical to
democracy in Latin America and to U.S. security.” Fn.2.

Andersen continues:

Three years earlier, in 2005, I resigned in protest as the senior analyst for Latin America for the human rights
group Freedom House--who I had worked for since 1997-- over the treatment they planned to give Mexico in
their annual "Freedom in the World" report. Valenzuela was Freedom House's academic advisor on Latin
America.

I had given Mexico low marks in its country write-up due to the violence and fear created by drug mafias and
their police protectors in the northern states bordering the U.S. More than 900 people had been killed in the
first nine months of that year and journalists, in particular, had fled several cities in fear.

Sources for further
reading:

Against all evidence, Valenzuela demanded on giving Mexico a pass on the issue.

Valenzuela, a Georgetown University professor, claimed that violence wasn't a major issue in Mexico, that
there was nothing approaching a state of terror in major cities of the north in the U.S.'s southern neighbor,
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and that, of all the countries in Latin America, it was Mexico that he knew best.

I had previously clashed with Valenzuela for his being an apologist for Argentina's corrupt president
Carlos Menem (after the Argentine's corruption was well known, Valenzuela nonetheless sonorously
declared that the "The Western world owes a debt of gratitude to Carlos Menem"). He had also loudly
defended Venezuela's narcissist-leninist Hugo Chavez on press freedom in previous meetings at
Freedom House. (Emphasis added.) Id.

Andersen also states, “Like Henry Kissinger, Valenzuela has made a career of rising up the bureaucratic ladder
while leaving a string of questionable judgments in his wake.” Id. Andersen notes “[Valenzuela] telling us a
couple of years ago that Venezuela's Chavez wasn't that bad an hombre” and “Arturo lacks not only
collegiality, but also good sense about the region [Latin America].” (Emphasis added.) Id. See Fn.2 for
more of Andersen’s comments.

Finally, “Valenzuela has long argued in favor of ‘dialogue and an opening towards Cuba’.” Fn.3.
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